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Abstract
We explore synonyms in colour naming within and across three languages, British English, Estonian
and Greek, using data collected from a crowdsourcing experiment. We identified 30 common lexical
colour categories in British English, 41 in Estonian and 29 in Greek, where no one category was fully
contained within others. The synonymy analysis within languages revealed that the highest degree of
overlapness was found for a pair of dark reddish loanwords in English (maroon and burgundy) and in
Greek (bissini and bornto) that were absent in Estonian. The synonymy of two purplish categories in
Estonian (lilla and tumelilla) and Greek (mov and lila) was also prominent but in English purple and lilac
were more separated. The investigation of synonymy across languages revealed similar graph
properties for all pairs of languages (British English – Estonian; Estonian – Greek; Greek – British
English). Our results suggest that the degree of synonymy in the language of colour is influenced by
cross-cultural transfer of loan words.
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INTRODUCTION
In natural language, a colour can often be named by two or more synonymous words. Synonyms that
share exactly the same colour category are exceptionally rare but near synonyms, with an extent of
overlapping colours, are numerous. From an onomasiological perspective, when a large, wellestablished colour category (e.g., red), contains a smaller colour category (e.g., crimson), the two
colour names are considered synonyms. But from a semasiological perspective, their relation would
be that of hyponymy, because the crimson is a sub-category or hyponym of red, whereas red contains
crimson hues and is therefore a hypernym of crimson (MacLaury 1997). Therefore, the standard
synonymy test of substitution, where one word can be replaced by another word without changing its
meaning, is not appropriate for colour naming: we can say that crimson is a kind of red, but we cannot
say that red is a kind of crimson
The problem of finding synonyms is even more complicated when we consider languages with a
different number of colour categories and their corresponding basic colour terms. For example, Greek
and Italian both contain at least 12 basic colour terms (Athanasopoulus 2009; Uusküla 2014). But in
English, as a counterexample, Mylonas and MacDonald (2016) suggested the augmentation of the
English inventory from the 11 basic colour terms (Sturges and Whitfield 1995) to 13 terms, adding
lilac and turquoise. The underlying processes for developing colour naming systems remain unsettled,
with no consensus as to whether lexical colour categories are formed under the influence of perceptual
mechanisms (Berlin and Kay 1969/1991) or cultural communication needs (Davidoff 2015).
In this study, we focus on quantifying the degree of near synonymy between colour names from a
semasiological perspective for a set of three colour languages. Our synonymy methodology comprises
two steps: (i) map common colour names to distinguishable colour categories, where no one category
is fully contained within others; and (ii) identify overlapping categories in colour space as synonyms in
name space, thus quantifying the degree of near synonymy.
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METHODS
Data Collection
A crowdsourcing colour naming experiment (https://colournaming.com) was designed to collect
unconstrained names for 600 in total samples from the Munsell Renotation Data set, including eleven
achromatic samples (Mylonas and MacDonald 2010). Participation was voluntary and anonymous.
Colour stimuli subtending a visual angle of about 3 degrees at a viewing distance of about 50cm were
presented sequentially against a mid-neutral background with a black outline of 1 pixel in random
order. Typed responses along with the typing onset delay were recorded. Each participant was free to
use any colour descriptor, either a single word, or a compound, or term(s) with modifiers or qualifiers.
All participants were screened for possible colour vision deficiencies with a web‐based Dynamic Colour
Vision Test (Barbur 2004).
In this study, we consider 10,000 raw responses from 500 British English (EN), 10,000 responses
from 333 Estonian (EE) and 10,000 responses for 532 Greek (GR) participants. We exclude disruptive
observers offering incomplete, numerical and responses written in languages other than the language
of the instructions, and observers with possible colour deficiencies (EN: 9.6%, EE: 2.8%, GR: 18.7%).
Typographic conventions were replaced with spaces, leading and trailing spaces were removed, and
all multi-character spaces were reduced to single spaces. Capitalisation was ignored. Common spelling
errors (e.g., ‘fusia’ instead of ‘fuchsia’) were corrected with supervision. To measure the synonymy of
colour terms we restrict our analysis to single word colour names which were produced at least 10
times in our data to give us confidence in their distribution. This filtering resulted in a dataset
comprising 443 English, 276 Estonian and 343 Greek speaking respondents with a mean age of 32
(SD=12), 41 (SD=11), 31 (SD=9) years, respectively.
English and Greek are both Indo-European languages, belonging to different branches of that
language family. However, Estonian is a Finno-Ugric language and its word-formation rules are
different from English and Greek. For example, English and Greek both contain more object-derived
colour names (Athanasopoulos 2009; Mylonas and MacDonald 2016) and therefore translating
between English and Estonian can sometimes cause confusion (Uusküla 2019). There are also
orthographic differences: in English and Greek modifiers are separated by a space but in Estonian,
modifiers are used as compound names. Due to rich word-formation in Estonian, Estonian subjects
tended to offer more colour terms per subject. This is a common feature of all Finno-Ugric languages
in which colour naming has been studied (Uusküla et al. 2012).
Data Modelling
We establish common colour names in each language that are reliably distinguishable from other
names in colour space using a probabilistic model based on Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) (Mylonas and
MacDonald 2016). More than one colour names may be offered for a colour, but the MAP model
favours a colour name with the highest frequency among observers to maintain congruence between
observed and predicted data. So, colour names that correspond to larger and more consistent colour
categories tend to subsume smaller and inconsistent sub-categories.
To identify synonyms for colour names, the first relationship we explore is the conditional
probability P(C|n) that describes the likelihood of a given colour stimulus C, being referred to by each
distinguishable colour name, n. We can then express the degree of near synonymy between colour
names as the amount of overlap between pairs of probability distributions using the Hellinger distance
(H). Hellinger distance is symmetric and obeys the triangle inequality.
AIC 14th Congress Milano 2021 - August 30th– September 3rd 2021
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The metric space defined by Hellinger distance borrows itself to a network view. We can view the
colour naming space of a given language as an undirected weighted graph where nodes are centroids
of colour names in CIELAB; and the weighted edge between two colour names is their Hellinger
distance. Our network view enables us to analyse the colour naming space both within and across
languages. Within a language, we can use measures of centrality (e.g., degree and closeness) to rank
nodes and identify key infrastructure nodes. For example, closeness centrality (Bavelas 1950) allows
us to identify a subset of colours that are closer to all other colours. Across languages, we can use
graph edit distance measures to identify how similar two graphs are. In this work, we focus primarily
on node edit distance, defined as the distance between two synonyms across languages in CIELAB

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synonymy within languages
Using the MAP procedure, we identify 30 distinguishable lexical colour categories in English, 41 in
Estonian and 29 in Greek. Our results agree with previous estimates on the number of 30-50 distinct
colour names, as identified by native speakers, that fit within colour space (Chapanis 1965; Derefeldt
and Swartling 1995; Griffin and Mylonas 2019). The larger number of Estonian common colour names
reflects that Estonian speakers use modifiers as compounds in single word forms. Figure 1 shows these
common colour terms in English, Estonian and Greek as graph networks. Synonyms with each language
are connected with lines and the width of each line corresponds to their degree of synonymy. In British
English, the strongest degree of synonymy was found between maroon and burgundy (Hellinger
distance, H=0.6), followed by peach and salmon (H=0.5) and cyan and turquoise (H=0.5). Both maroon
(marron) and burgundy are loan words from French and Latin describing a dark reddish colour region.
French is also the origin of peach (pêche) and salmon (saumon) referring to pale orange-pinkish
colours. Cyan (kyano), originating from Greek, and turquoise (turquois), originating from French
meaning Turkish, both refer to greenish-blue colours. The degree of synonymy between lilac and
purple is considerable smaller in British English than in Estonian and Greek supporting the candidacy
of lilac as a basic colour term (Mylonas and MacDonald 2016).
In Estonian, hallikassinine (bluish grey) and sinakashall (greyish blue) terms were the strongest
synonyms (H=0.6), followed by sinepikollane (mustard yellow) and rohekaskollane (greenish yellow,
H=0.5) and lilla (purple) and tumelilla (dark purple, H=0.5). The synonymity between hallikassinine and
sinakashall is predictable given that are compounds of the same words in different order. However,
given that the two colour terms refer to different areas in colour space – one to grey and the other
one to blue – these are not full synonyms. Sinepikollane and rohekaskollane both refer to the same
base colour: yellow. However, sinepikollane has a slightly brownish overtone and rohekaskollane refer
to a greenish yellow colour. Lilla and tumelilla both belong to the same colour category: purple.
Tumelilla (dark purple) is a specification of lilla (purple), because you can use the modifier tume (dark)
to specify the type of purple.
Similar to English, in Greek, the closest synonyms were a pair of dark reddish colours named as
bissini and bornto (H=0.7), followed by two whitish terms aspro and lefko (H=0.6) and two purplish
terms lila and mov (H=0.5). Bissini (βύσσος) comes from ancient Greek while bornto (bordeaux) is a
loan word for wine red from French. Lefko is an ancient Greek word that is used more often to describe
whitish objects with some specular component (e.g., hair) while aspro is a more general term that
comes from Latin. Mov (mauve) comes from French while lila from Turkish.
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Figure 1: Common colour names in British English (top, n=30), Estonian (middle, n=41) and Greek (bottom, n=29)
in CIELAB. The colour and location of the discs corresponds to the coordinates of the centroids of the colour
categories. The size of the discs corresponds to their frequency in the online experiment. The grey lines between
the discs link colour categories that share common colour samples. The width of the lines indicates the degree of
overlapness between pairs of colour categories.
AIC 14th Congress Milano 2021 - August 30th– September 3rd 2021
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In terms of closeness centrality within languages, greyish categories were ranked first in British
English (grey; 0.88) and in Estonian (hall; 0.83) while in Greek was ranked 3rd (gri, 0.82) because of
their central position in colour space, they were closer to all other nodes. The greenish categories were
also found at the top of the ranks (green-EN: 0.83; roheline-EE: 0.75; prasino-GR: 0.78): because of
their relative larger volume in colour space. An interesting finding was that beige-ish categories were
found at the top of the ranks too (bez-GR: 0.91; beige-EN:0.72; beez-EE: 0.68) due to the large number
of colour names (e.g., peach, salmon, cream) offered to name this region.
Synonymy across languages
Using the same procedure of measuring the overlapness between pairs of categories we were able to
determine the similarity between pairs of graphs of each language (British English – Estonian; Estonian
– Greek; Greek – British English). The average degree of synonymy between British English and
Estonian was H=0.21 (SD=0.19), while against Greek was H=0.19 (SD=0.2). The mean synonymy
between Estonian and Greek was H=0.19 (SD=0.16).
In terms of node edit distance defined as the mean CIEDE 2000 colour difference between
synonyms across languages, the British English language of colour is closer to Greek (DE00=5.01,
SD=5.25) than to Estonian (DE00=5.65, SD=4.81) while the Estonian is closer to Greek than to British
English (DE00=5.23, SD=3.45). Yet the differences are small and not significant indicating that our three
languages have similar graph properties.

Figure 2: Degree of synonymy across pairs of languages, left: British English-Estonian, middle: British EnglishGreek, right: Estonian-Greek.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the referential meaning of colour names can be mapped on colour space where we can
determine the degree of synonymy between colour names based on the overlapness of their
corresponding categories. Our investigation of colour synonymy using colour naming data in British
English, Estonian and Greek from a crowdsourcing experiment revealed that synonymy within a
language of colour is stronger when loanwords for object colours are introduced in their colour
lexicons. In contrast, the analysis of synonymy across languages showed consistent variability with
similar graph properties for all pairs of languages. On the whole, our findings suggest that synonymy
in the language of colour is modulated by cross-cultural transfer of object colours.
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